




Fantastical Sex!
Fantasies! According to a Cosmo survey, 
96% of women construct a story of a ro-
mantic encounter to get in the mood. Here’s 
the low down on what women really fanta-
size about and how reality porn may have 
got it right!                                  
By Sophie Moet

  Pornography. Lifeblood of the 
   Internet, maintainer of the 
    sexually frustrated and the 
      creator of the infamous 
      “Two Girls One Cup”, 
        the porn industry utterly 
        dominates all others. 
         !ink we’re exaggerating?
         We’ve got the numbers to back 
          it up. As big as you think porn 
          is, it’s bigger, and its in"uence 
          on modern society is deeper.
          As Jules Verne once said, “Some 
          day, this whole thing is gonna be
                      titties.” In a world 
                          increasingly known for 
its                               surgical 
                                          enhancements 
                                                    > 

“some day this whole 
thing is gonna be tit-
ties”
and questionable hairstyles, 
pornography actually represents 
something much bigger: fantasy. But 
do the characters and scenarios played 
out in porn scenes actually match up 
with our fantasies in real life? Here we 
investigate our sexual fantasies and 
how real women really feel about them.
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If you think women don’t sit around 
fantasizing about very naughty things, 
think again. 83% of us use our 
imagination to get in the mood. 
Women are experts when it comes to 
dreaming up the sauciest of fantasies, 
and we don’t bother limiting ourselves 
to the traditional. But where do these 
fantasies stem from? Pornography? Or 
fantasies set deep within our psyche? 

Studies show that there are many dif-
ferences between the sexual fantasies 
conjured up by men and women. Now, 
many believe pornography caters more 
to our male counterparts, especially 
scenes that dismiss plots and 
characters. !is may be because men 
are simple creatures when it comes to 
fantasies. Being visual by nature, male 
fantasies usually consist of explicit 
images and are usually focused on 
genitals. For a male, visualizing a wo
men’s body, seducing or being seduced 
by them is enough to get them going. 
But women are quite di#erent. 

Women who fantasize are typically 
less visual in their sexual fantasies, 
are usually less focused on genitals, 
and are more likely to construct a 
story with the emotional feelings of a 
romantic encounter. Women also tend 
to involve more olfactory and auditory 
memories... memories of smells and 
sounds.  While it might be impractical 
for most of us to make love on a beach, 
in fantasy we can imagine the sound 
of the ocean, the warmth of the sand 
beneath our body, and the excitement 
of making love under the stars. Others 
may include a fantasy of making love 
in the woods, or in an old barn, or in 
the backseat of a car. !e best fantasies 

are o$en quite simple and tied in with 
pleasant memories, an idea 
pornographers soon clocked onto.

Pornographers got the idea that people 
can only truly appreciate on camera 
sex if it had believable characters and 
overall back-story. And so reality porn 
was born.  !ere go, one may argue 
that pornography actually caters more 
to women due to this new interven-
tion of creating erotic yet (apparently) 
true to life storylines. !e reality porn 
scenes act out somewhat average Joe 
fantasies, which in cases are border-
line on mundane. !e storylines o$en 
consist of everyday people and events. 
A pizza boy delivering your pizza or a 
plumber whose come to %x your pipes! 
Studies show that four in ten use porn 
to get turned on. So do women actually 
fantasize about such ordinary sce-
narios and characters when in the act? 
Here we’ll give you the inside scoop on 
which female fantasies are most popu-
lar and coincide with reality porn!
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“Damn, why does the 
pizza boy always pop 
into my head?” 

You * You * You
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You * You * You
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“Ok, let’s just do a little check here. Ok, yeah you can take that o!”
“Ok”

“Erm they’re nice, I mean, very symmetrical”
Rebecca Linares at the Doctor



!e Debonair Doctor! 
Any fantasy that involves a hand-
some man with life saving hands and 
a respectable income of 100K a year is 
bound to be a turn on! So it’s no shock 
that in our survey you ladies quite liked 
the idea of having a charming doctor 
give you a good old ‘check up’!  Emily*, 
20, from Manchester, says, “!e suave 
doctor, is something I wouldn’t mind! I 
think it’s perhaps the intelligence and in 
my imagination the looks too!” Leanne*, 
18, from London agrees, “Intelligence 
and a real gentlemen is what I’m most 
attracted to or shall I say what I 
fantasize about as there doesn’t seem to 
be many gentlemen around these days!” 

!e Doctor fantasy seems to be so 
popular due to the stigma that comes 
with being a Doctor. We imagine a man 
who is caring, intelligent and has an 
extensive knowledge on the female 
anatomy! Images of tall, dark and 
handsome men dressed in pristine 
doctor attire instantly appear in our 
minds (enters George Clooney). No 
wonder ER was so popular! !ere’s also 
the added bonus that getting kinky with 
a professional is something neither of 
you should do! 

Maria*, 24, from Wolverhampton, 
o#ers her opinion on the doctor fantasy, 
“having wild sex with someone you 
shouldn’t make’s it that more 
interesting and naughty, especially if he’s 
really good looking!” 

!e reason the doctor scenario remains 
a fantasy is that in reality the average GP 
is bald, over worked and probably bor-
ing. But thanks to our vast 
imaginations, us ladies can forget those 

queries! Pornography can also be a tool 
to keep our fantasies alive. Pornography 
is the homeland of people doing things 
that they shouldn’t in real life scenarios 
and the Doctors table is no wasteland. 
“Sasha Grey’s Anatomy” a spin o# of 
American T.V show “Grey’s Anatomy” 
pays tribute to the Doctor fantasy in 
all it’s professional yet %lthy galore! So 
there you have it! Intelligence, manners, 
good looks and money are a huge turn 
on. Men take note.  

“Intelligence and 
a real gentlemen 
is what I’m most          
attracted to or shall I 
say what I fantasize 
about as there doesn’t 
seem to be many 
gentlemen around 
these days!” 

You * You * You
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!e Rugged Builder! 
Imagine a strong, handsome man 
with ripped abs and throbbing biceps, 
glistening with a sweaty glow, working 
hard to improve you’re home! Oh yes, 
here at Cosmo we can de%nitely see 
the appeal behind the builder fantasy! 
And so could some of the ladies we 
asked in our survey! Tilly*, 23, from 
Birmingham, says, “!e thought of a 
handsome builder doing work shirtless 
and then us hitting o# is a big turn on. 
I think the word ‘rugged’ is a fantasy 
of most women’s, and a good looking 
builder is a stereotype for most women 
to fantasize about, but personally I’ve 
never seen that many rugged build-
ers when they’ve had to work in my 
house, so it would be nice to see one…
even just to look at! !ere’s something 
masculine behind it I think” Evan*, 19, 
from Coventry, also liked the rugged 
builder scenario, “I think I like the idea 
of seducing someone, and the uniform 
de%nitely is a turn on.” It seems a man 
in a uniform plays a huge part in many 
female fantasies. Get suited and booted 
guys! 

“the uniform is 
de"nitely a turn on”
During our research we found out that 
another reason this fantasy is so popu-
lar is the fact that the builder is o$en 
imagined as a stranger. Erotic-%ction 
writer Victoria Blisse explains, “Fanta-
sies are about transgression-and having 
sex with someone you don’t know, or 
who isn’t you’re partner, can heighten 
the excitement.” Clothes-tearing, 
furniture-busting, sweaty, walking-fun-
ny-the-next-day sex are all things we 

associate with having sex with a 
stranger. Sex with a stranger is o$en 
imagined as being supposedly 
hotter than sex with a long-term 
partner. Sex with a long-term partner: 
boring, repetitive, now he’s going to do 
that thing with his tongue again 
because I said I liked it that one time, 
sort of sex. “When people are in 
relationships,” says Cory Silverberg, 
a certi%ed sex educator and founding 
member of the Toronto-based, 
co-operatively owned sex shop ‘Come 
As You Are’, “and they say they want the 
sex to be better or hotter, usually what 
they mean is they want it to be the way 
it used to be.” During the %rst three 
months of any relationship, people 
o$en experience the best sex of their 
lives because everything is new and 
exciting. One way to keep the novelty 
alive is to do it with someone new. 
“One of the hottest things about sex is 
the unknown, the mystery. It’s either 
the mystery of what someone is going 
to be like in bed or, once you’ve had sex 
with someone, the mystery of what’s 
going to happen next.” For Silverberg 
this is why he believes sex with a stran-
ger is exciting and appealing, bec
ause it’s delving into the unknown.  

So the builder fantasy overall, consists 
of a ruggedly handsome man, you’ve 
just met who has come to show o# 
his ‘skills’ and use his ‘tool’. !e added 
excitement of it being with a handsome 
stranger and doing something forbid-
den makes this a big win in the female 
fantasy department.  Builder scenarios 
and handsome strangers have been 
common play in the porn world, which 
has probably enhanced this fantasy 
inde%nitely!
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You * You * You
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“I really need this "xing now so could you use your tool?”
NymphoUK: Babes and Builders



!e Rock Star! 

A Rock ‘n’ Roll marvel with full body 
tattoos accompanied by a ‘don’t give a 
fuck attitude’ and killer musical skills!  
!ere’s nothing more alluring, 
appealing or more sexually attractive 
then a rock star! Try as you might, you 
cannot resist their sexual power! It’s 
the ‘rough, steamy sex God’ persona; 
the ‘bad boy’ aura and watching them 
rock out on stage that drives many 
women out of control. No wonder it’s a 
popular fantasy with the ladies! 

Tilly*, 23, from Birmingham, o#ers 
her opinion on another one of her 
fantasies “Most people have slight 
obsessions with pop stars, but I’m 
more of a rock chick kind of girl, the 
thought of having a sexual experience 
with my rock idol is a big turn on as 
its an unlikely possibility that will ever 

happen, but girls can dream!” 
Fantasizing about a rock star is 
di#erent to fantasizing about say a 
Hollywood %lm star. Film stars are 
polished, romantic and ‘good boys’. 
But everybody likes a bit of rough! 
!at’s what gives the rock star fantasy 
its magnetism! Rock stars are trashed 
hotel rooms, bite your neck, pull your 
hair, use and abuse you, love you and 
leave you, 10 seconds to love in an 
elevator hot!  

“the thought of 
having a sexual 
experience with my 
rock idol is a big 
turn on”
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You * You * You
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“How big a fan are you if your willing to suck my dick?”
“Yeah, as long as I get your autograph”

Backstage: Fans and Rockstars



In terms of pornography the reality 
porn genre have really nailed the rock 
star scenario on the head! !anks to 
the rock stars having so kindly 
submitted sex tapes of themselves in 
the act! And thanks to the Internet, 
those delicious home made
 movies have spread like wild %re! 
!ose glorious men who have so 
generously shared their most private 
acts with us, we are about paying 
tribute to those majestic creatures 
walking among us who make the 
words Sex God feel woefully
undernourished. So who are we not
to want to watch them and fantasize 
about them performing those acts on 
us? No one. !at’s who. 

And there’s an array of videos to 
choose, from Pamela Anderson and 
Tommy Lee Jones to Gene Simmons 
and Kid Rock! As well as scenes 
starring the rock stars 
pornographers have also fondled 
with creating this rock star 
fantasy themselves. Scenes of 
gra&ti riddled bathrooms at 
a gig, hooking up for a ‘
quickie’ behind the stage with 
you’re rock idol! Groupies 
desperate to be another girl to 
have sex with him! It’s no wonder 
women our fantasizing about 
getting down and dirty with a rock 
star! Tilly*, 23, from Birmingham, 
also says, “I’ve o$en fantasized about 
people in rock bands and I’ve had 
too many fantasies about bass 
players. It’s all that %nger work!” Here 
Here! More power to those who love 
fantasizing about rock stars.

                                 “Bassits do it with 
                                  their %ngers. Oh 
                                  yeah”

                                  

“I’ve had too 
many fantasies 
about bass 
players”

You * You * You
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“Maybe I should check your engine”
“By engine do you mean my vagina?”

PG Porn: Roadside Ass-sistance by James Gunn
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!e Public Place!
!at’s right when it comes to sex, some 
women like it outside of the bedroom 
and o# the mattress. Yes, we love 
Egyptian silk cotton, feather %lled 
quilts and other bedroom comforts, 
but that’s just for sleeping. Sex in public 
places has become a popular reality 
for most women but for some remains 
a fantasy. Or sex in a public place has 
only happened once and the experience 
can’t escape their minds! 

Victoria Blisse says, “Whether it’s in a 
cinema or park, or at a window, this is 
about the thrill of being caught doing 
something you shouldn’t be and about 
being so turned on, you just have to 
have sex. It’s "attering and exciting” 
Tilly*, 23, from Birmingham, says, “I’d 
love to be taken into a public place for 
sex on a date, the adventurous side of 
it really excites me, I’ve done things 
outdoors before and the rush of feeling 
like you could get caught is even more 
of a turn on for me personally”. 
Meanwhile, Chloe*, 25, from Warwick, 
says, “I think something like a back seat 
of a car isn’t planned and is a thrill and 
exiting and sexy”. 

“the adventurous 
side of it really 
excites me”
Sex in a public place or outside of the 
bedroom is very common in many 
pornographic movies, indulging our 
sex in public fantasy even more. Car 
seats, kitchen work tops, even ships and 
planes! Reality porn really has it going 
on!  

“Whether it’s in a 
cinema or park, or 
at a window this is 
about the thrill of 
being caught 
doing something you 
shouldn’t be”
‘Pirates XXX’ (2005) starring Jesse 
Jane, Carmen Luvana, Janine 
Lindemulder, Devon, Jenaveve Jolie, 
Teagan Presley, and Evan Stone has 
people truly rocking the boat, well a 
ship. And then they do it all over again 
in it’s sequel ‘Pirates II: Stagnetti’s Re-
venge’ (2008) starring Belladonna, 
Sasha Grey, Jenna Haze, and Ben 
English, as well as Tommy Gunn, Jesse 
Jane, Steven St. Croix, and Evan Stone.
!ere you have it! Sex in public places 
(or even places other then the bed-
room!) is fun and exciting, no wonder 
so many of you fantasize about it to get 
in the mood!  

You * You * You




